Convection-enhanced delivery of immunotoxins and radioisotopes for treatment of malignant gliomas
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The treatment of malignant gliomas has advanced significantly in the past 15 years. The simultaneous development of new targeting agents and techniques to deliver these high-molecular-weight compounds has led to improved efficacy and promising results in Phase III trials. Convection-enhanced delivery (CED) of macromolecules has emerged as the leading delivery technique for the treatment of malignant gliomas. A summary of the basic principles of CED and a review of the current human trials of protein targeting agents are provided.
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Despite advances in chemotherapy, malignant gliomas carry a poor prognosis. Based on data from the Central Brain Tumor Registry of the US, it was predicted that 43,800 new cases of malignant and nonmalignant brain tumors would be diagnosed in 2005.6 Collected data from 1998 to 2002 from this registry show that 40% of all newly diagnosed brain tumors are gliomas and that 20.3% are GBMs. Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results data from the National Cancer Institute includes reports of 12,760 deaths from brain and other CNS tumors in 2005.6

Survival rates for patients with GBM who are treated using the current therapeutic modalities of surgery, radiotherapy, and chemotherapy remain dismal. This long-standing, three-part intervention has had a poor impact on outcome, due in part to the infiltrative nature of malignant gliomas and the protected location in which the tumor cells reside. Resection fails to rid the patient of disease because of the behavior of these tumors and the surgeon’s desire not to produce a neurological deficit with this treatment. Radiotherapy focuses on the cancer cell’s ability to replicate but unfortunately is limited by its toxicity to the functional but infiltrated surrounding brain tissue. Tumor-infiltrated brain tissue is protected from the systemic circulation by the BBB, which prevents most chemotherapeutic agents from effectively reaching the cancer cells. Attempts to deliver chemotherapeutic agents to the brain via intravenous or oral routes have thus been thwarted by high systemic exposure and toxicity.

To overcome systemic effects and achieve high concentrations of drug in tumors, several methods have evolved to deliver local/regional chemotherapeutic agents. These include BBB breakdown, infusions into cerebrospinal fluid, and a variety of intraparenchymal delivery techniques such as bolus injections, slow release using biodegradable vehicles, and convection-enhanced or bulk flow delivery of macromolecules.5

Drug Delivery Methods

Local/Regional Drug Delivery: Bypassing the BBB

Administration of intravenous chemotherapy following temporary opening of the BBB by using intraarterial mannitol has achieved some success as a treatment for lymphomas.17,30 Extrapolation of this technique to other malignant tumors of the CNS has been limited by toxic side effects and the complexity of the procedure. Bolus injection of chemotherapy agents and placement of a chemotherapeutic, drug–impregnated, biodegradable wafer into a tumor resection cavity both rely on the principle of diffusion to drive the drug into the infiltrated brain.5 The concentration profile along the diffusion vector from the delivery site shows sharp decrement along its axis, with therapeutic doses of drug often found no more than a few millimeters from the site of highest concentration. This

Abbreviations used in this paper: AA = anaplastic astrocytoma; BBB = blood–brain barrier; CED = convection-enhanced delivery; CNS = central nervous system; GBM = glioblastoma multiforme; IL = interleukin; mAb = monoclonal antibody; MR = magnetic resonance; SPECT = single-photon emission computerized tomography.
restriction in movement is a consequence of the resistance to diffusion in the brain tissue, and unfortunately, it significantly limits the efficacy of this therapy.39

Convection-Enhanced Delivery

In the last decade, CED has emerged as a promising method for the delivery of high concentrations of macromolecules to larger regions of brain tissue.1 The general principle of CED involves the stereotactically guided insertion of a small-caliber catheter into the brain parenchyma. Through this catheter, infusate is actively pumped into the brain parenchyma after as little as 2 hours of continuous infusion. This was accomplished without causing cerebral edema and was unaffected by capillary loss or metabolism of the macromolecule. With these initial experiments, CED was established as a viable method for providing regional distribution of molecules as large as immunotoxins and radioisotope–conjugated antibodies, and even some conventional chemotherapeutic agents.2,12,22–25 Thus, compared with other therapies, CED offers the advantages of homogeneous exposure of regional brain tissue to high concentrations of chemotherapeutic agents while minimizing systemic and CNS toxicity.

Targeted Therapy

The ability to deliver a chemotherapeutic agent to the site of resection does not guarantee a good outcome. An ideal therapy should not only provide sufficient delivery of the agent to all of the cancer cells, but it should also differentiate between normal brain cells and cancer cells, being benign to the former and tumoricidal to the latter.4,8,18,27,40 Chimeric agents such as radiolabeled antibodies and immunotoxin conjugates have been developed with these principles in mind. These ideal agents are designed so that one part of the macromolecule carries a recognition complex that identifies and binds to the cancer cell, and the other part causes cell death.9 Much work continues in the attempt to identify particular cell surface markers and internal proteins that are unique to malignant gliomas. Elucidation of these unique proteins will allow the creation of very specific chimeric chemotherapeutic agents. Examples of proteins that are overexpressed, but are not necessarily unique to malignant gliomas, include the transferrin receptor and IL-13.10,11,14,15 True tumor-specific markers have been harder to identify, and these remain an active area of research interest.1,16,19,20,26,28,29,31,36,37

The tumoricidal portion of a conjugated targeting agent may take one of many forms. Toxins may generally be divided into the two main categories of bacterial- and plant-derived agents. The most common bacterial toxins include pseudomonas endotoxin and diphtheria toxin, whereas the most common plant toxin is ricin. The wild-type bacterial toxins have essentially two functional subunits. Subunit A is responsible for disruption of protein synthesis, whereas subunit B is responsible for binding and translocation into the cell. To prevent nonspecific cell binding and internalization, subunit B is modified either through deletion or mutation. Identification of the appropriate cell then becomes the function of the conjugated targeting protein or antibody.

Radioisotopes can also be bound to targeting molecules to deliver very localized radiation to malignant gliomas.2,32,34 One such example is Cotara (Peregrine Pharmaceuticals, Inc., Tustin, CA), which is an 131I-labeled chimeric mAb (also called 131I-chTNT-1/B mAb) that is specific for a universal intracellular antigen (that is, DNA/histone H1 complex) exposed in the necrotic core of malignant solid tumors. At first inspection, this does not seem to address the nonnecrotic, migrating portion of the tumor. Experimental evidence demonstrates, however, that the mAb also targets viable tumor cells via what are thought to be leaky nuclear and external cellular membranes.13 This antigen provides an abundant, insoluble, nondiffusible anchor for the mAb. Once it is localized to necrotic regions and some living cells of the tumor, Cotara delivers a cytotoxic dose of 131I radiation to the living tumor cells.

Clinical Trials

Several Phase I and II trials have been completed, and Phase III trials are underway in which immunotoxins or radioisotope-labeled antibodies are being used with CED. Much has been learned about the application of CED to the treatment of malignant gliomas, and investigations are continuing in Phase III trials. We describe here three trials that are representative of this work (these trials are summarized in Table 1).

Cotara Trial

In a combined single-center Phase I and a multistitutional Phase II trial, 51 patients with histologically confirmed recurrent or newly diagnosed malignant gliomas

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trial Name</th>
<th>Toxin</th>
<th>Targeting Agent</th>
<th>Trial Phase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cotara (NABTT-0404)</td>
<td>iodine 131</td>
<td>chTNT-1/B mAb</td>
<td>I*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TransMID (KSB-311R/CHII/001)</td>
<td>diptheria</td>
<td>PE38QQR†</td>
<td>III; accruing patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRECISE (IL13-PEI-301-R03)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>III; awaiting analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL13-PEI-106-R01</td>
<td>PE38QQR†</td>
<td></td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Previous Phase I and II trials have been completed. Cotara investigators are currently reaccumulating patients for dose-escalation analysis and will then initiate Phase III.
† Pseudomonas exotoxin.
(AA and GBM) received Cotara by CED through stereotactically placed cardiac/peritoneal catheter(s) (Fig. 1). Two weeks postinfusion, SPECT scanning was performed to determine the spatial distribution of Cotara. Fifty-one patients, 37 with recurrent GBM, eight with newly diagnosed GBM, and six with recurrent AA, were treated. Of the 37 patients with recurrent GBM, five survived up to 1 year and 2 survived up to 2 years. One patient continues to survive beyond 5 years. None of the patients had a complete radiographically confirmed response, although several had partial responses (Fig. 1). The safety profile showed no systemic effects and only symptomatic cerebral edema at doses above the maximum tolerated dose.

The use of SPECT scanning to observe Cotara distribution in the brain has been helpful. Based on preliminary SPECT studies, it has been suggested that the Cotara infusions provided adequate radiation coverage for the tumor without excessive exposure of surrounding brain tissue. An evaluation of Cotara was done using SPECT scans merged with MR imaging–defined anatomy to examine the effect of drug distribution on survival and to assess treatment outcome parameters (Fig. 2). As might be expected, the longest survival duration posttreatment (in four patients) was consistent with those activity distributions that covered the highest percentage of tumor volume. An analysis in six patients in whom such data could be obtained showed that the correlation between survival and the percentage of tumor coverage was high (nonparametric correlation with Spearman rho test = 0.886, p = 0.019) although the demonstration of statistical significance was limited by the small sample size (Fig. 3).

The Cotara study also confirmed that, with small tumors, drug distribution that extended beyond the tumor volume produced longer survival times. This suggests that dose administration to the region outside the enhancing tumor may not be deleterious to clinical outcome and may reflect treatment of the infiltrative portion of a GBM. In future CED trials, a model that considers treatment to a modified “clinical treatment volume” that reflects a reasonable tumor margin and extended distribution of the targeting agent should be factored into the dose administration algorithm. This may include a treatment margin up to several centimeters beyond the baseline, contrast-enhanced, MR imaging–confirmed volume that was established for planning.

Other planning challenges for optimal drug delivery identified during Cotara treatment include antibody binding, local cerebral and tumor architecture, delivery rate, forward pressure of the infusate, catheter placement relationship, and catheter effect on the surrounding tissue. It is likely that solutions to each of these variables will change with the type of infusate used and the conditions in which the catheters are placed. For the small patient cohorts examined in the Cotara trials, these variables, combined with

Fig. 1. Pretreatment MR images obtained in a 52-year-old woman with progressive GBM after initial resection and irradiation. She received two infusions of Cotara separated by an 8-week interval. The first dose was 1.5 mCi/ml contrast-enhanced tumor volume (CETV), and the second dose was 1 mCi/ml contrast-enhanced tumor volume. Initial increased enhancement was noted, followed by resolution and stabilization of motor function. RC = recurrent.
the quantitative study of both activity localization and the resultant absorbed dose delivery, exemplify the complexity of the problem when repeatable and predictable dose delivery is desired for these tumor targets.

Examination of the Cotara data has revealed other useful information about CED in general. The high-dose radiation used in the Cotara trial, although responsible for the tumoricidal effects in malignant gliomas, is also thought to produce an initial increase in enhancing tissue (Fig. 1). This effect has also been seen in several other CED infusions, for which it is speculated that the inflammatory effects from the immunotoxin or radioisotope produce enhancement in the area of the infusion. The enhancement has made differentiation between tumor growth and tumor response difficult to establish using standard MR imaging. Advances in tumor imaging will be needed to clarify the evidence.

TransMID Trial

The agent TransMID 107 (transferrin-CRM107) is a 140,000-molecular-weight immunotoxin that is a conjugate of CRM 107 and transferrin. The CRM107 molecule is a modified diphtheria toxin with a single point mutation in its B chain (Phe for Ser 525) that decreases nonspecific binding by 8000 times, whereas its translocation and enzymatic functions are left intact. It is known that trans-
ferrin receptors are expressed on all rapidly dividing cells, including tumors, with minimal expression in nondividing tissues such as normal brain. Therefore, the use of transferrin as a vector or vehicle does not require a unique cell-surface antigen for each type of tumor.

In this study, researchers used transferrin as the vector to target a mutant diphtheria toxin to GBM cells (Patel, unpublished data). The mutation removes the nonspecific binding capability, yet retains the potent translocation and enzymatic functions. The therapeutic conjugate of transferrin and mutated diphtheria toxin was administered by CED with slow infusion via catheters that had been stereotactically placed within the tumor. The Phase I study in 18 patients with malignant CNS lesions conducted by Laske, et al.,23 at the National Institutes of Health established the safety, efficacy, and suggested dose limits. Total doses more than 28 μg and infusate concentrations greater than 0.7 μg/ml produced a higher risk of sustained CNS deficit. This study was the first to show that CED itself is feasible in the treatment of malignant gliomas and that intratumoral infusion of TransMID 107 is safe.

In a Phase II multiinstitutional trial, 33 patients with progressive, recurrent, high-grade gliomas (GBM and AA) were treated with two infusions separated by at least 4 weeks (Patel, unpublished data). Both planned doses were administered to these 33 patients, whereas 11 others received only one dose. Five of the patients had a complete, radiographically confirmed response and seven had a partial response (Figs. 4 and 5). The median survival duration among these responders was 68 weeks, contrasted with 27 weeks among the nonresponders. As shown in Fig. 6, 30% of the patients were still alive 12 months after the first infusion. The Phase II safety evaluation showed a clinically insignificant elevation of hepatic enzymes in a few cases. Transient cerebral edema was noted in 14% of the infusions. A Phase III trial is currently underway.

**Pseudomonas Exotoxin**

Several trials are either underway or have been completed in which CED of a targeting molecule combined with a pseudomonas exotoxin was used. Sampson, et al.,38 sought to define the maximum tolerated dose and dose-limiting toxicity of TP-38 delivered by CED in patients with recurrent malignant brain tumors in a Phase I trial. Twenty patients were enrolled in the aforementioned study and received escalating doses. Only one patient experienced Grade IV fatigue at the 100 ng/ml dose, and the maximum tolerated dose was not established. These investigators did show that tumors in three of 15 patients with residual disease at the time of therapy demonstrated radiographically verified responses. One patient with a complete response survived longer than 83 weeks.

Kunwar21 published interim findings from an ongoing Phase I trial in which IL13-PE38QQR, a recombinant mutated pseudomonas exotoxin combined with IL-13, was used. Intratumoral infusion with or without resection was fairly well tolerated when accompanied by corticosteroid prophylaxis, and postresection infusion into the peritumoral brain parenchyma also appeared to be very well tolerated. Although the study was not designed to measure efficacy, Kunwar also noted some improvement in survival. This trial was continued to Phase III testing, in which patients with first recurrences of GBM were treated with either CED of IL13-PE38QQR or Gliadel wafers. The final analysis of 288 patients is expected to be completed in the second quarter of 2006. A Phase I trial is currently underway for IL13-PE38QQR followed by radiation therapy with and without temozolomide.
Institutional Experience

The success of CED relies on recognition of the factors that relate to the placement of the catheters and other infusion parameters that are unique to the process. Significant experimental data had been collected by Laske, et al., regarding these technical considerations before CED was accepted to human trials. In particular, a variety of factors have been shown to influence the distribution of macromolecules with CED, including rate of infusion, cannula size, concentration of infusate, and preinfusion sealing time. Postinfusion imaging also has its own set of unique characteristics; the effects of CED can lead to difficulties of interpretation. From our own cumulative experience with 112 infusions, we have developed six guidelines for catheter placement.

Placement of the Catheter

1) Efficacy of the treatment and patient survival are dependent on the anatomical distribution of drug to the tumor volume. Identification of actual tumor remains unclear even with the most sophisticated imaging. Models are being investigated to determine how to place catheters in locations that will provide the best coverage of tumor. For now it appears that enhancing tissue (which has been confirmed to be tumorous) is the best location in which to place the catheter tip. 2) The tip of the device needs to traverse the longest possible track through the parenchyma to prevent the infusate from tracking back along the catheter and ultimately losing drug into the subarachnoid space. 3) The catheter tip must be placed as far away from any cavity (ventricle, sulcus, or surgical cavity) as possible, so long as it lies within enhancing or tumor-infiltrated tissue. Again, this is to avoid a loss of the infusate into these spaces, because they act as a low-pressure sink. 4) During placement of the device, one should avoid generation of any air pocket around the catheter tip in the parenchyma. The basic principle of CED relies on generation of a high interstitial pressure at the catheter tip. This generates a convective flow from the tip outward into lower-pressure areas. An air pocket delays development of a high interstitial pressure and promotes tracking of infusate back along the catheter. 5) The dynamics of flow with two or more catheters is currently unclear. Investigations in which MR diffusion tensor imaging and mathematical modeling are used should help elucidate these variables so that the catheters may be optimally placed. 6) Each tumor has a unique geometrical configuration and thus a unique map of isopressures and interstitial fluid flow. Convective currents in this situation will depend not only on where the catheter is placed but also on the response of the interstitial pressure vectors and flow patterns unique to each tumor. Current investigations involving dynamic imaging and mathematical modeling during infusion should provide additional understanding of these factors and perhaps improve our ability to distribute agents by using CED.

Postinfusion MR Imaging

Quite consistent with the effects of the three drugs described earlier is the peculiar increase in enhancement in areas of drug distribution seen after the infusion. Both of the immunotoxins and the radioisotope produced this effect. This increased enhancement adds a level of complexity in MR evaluation after treatment because an increase in enhancement may not necessarily indicate tumor progression. An inflammatory response to the drug is offered as the explanation for this increase in enhancement, although endothelial injury may also play a role. This effect appears to be transient in all cases, often leaving small hypodense areas in the brain. Any trial in which CED is used will need to include frequent, repeated scans following the drug infusion. Both clinical and imaging criteria and, perhaps, histopathological guidelines may be required to establish response to therapy in difficult cases.
Treatment of gliomas with CED of immunotoxins and radioisotopes

Limitations of CED

Although CED has produced promising advances in the treatment of malignant gliomas, it does have some limitations. Foremost is the fact that CED is limited by the efficacy of the targeting proteins and conjoined toxins that it delivers. Malignant gliomas are heterogeneous tumors with molecular diversity. This makes treatment with a single delivery agent incomplete, because currently available molecular targeting agents undoubtedly exclude some cancer cells. Future infusates may include multiple agents, or molecular oncology research may provide different agents that will address this problem.

Although CED allows for wide distribution of macromolecules and is superior to diffusion-based delivery (bolus or biodegradable implants), it has some limitations from a mechanical standpoint. Glioma cells extend well beyond the margins of resection and the contrasted portions observed on neuroimaging. Clinical recurrences of the primary tumor in the adjacent areas and even in the corpus callosum or the contralateral hemisphere attest to this fact. Although CED provides the best volume of distribution of a locally administered drug, it is limited in that a single-sided infusion cannot penetrate bihemispherically. Future research may investigate the effects of widening the regions of catheter placement (perhaps even into the contralateral hemisphere) to address this issue.

Some areas of the brain are inherently difficult to saturate fully with infusate, particularly tumor-infiltrated tissues surrounding a cavity. Such cavities are common in resected tumors, and this difficulty extends to treatment of tissues adjacent to cerebrospinal fluid spaces. These cavities, the particular pressure gradients surrounding tumors, and the natural flow tracts of white and gray matter influence the distribution of infusate. Proper drug delivery will depend on the placement of catheters based on knowledge of these factors. Current understanding of these influential factors continues to evolve with the aid of advances in mathematical modeling and imaging.

Conclusions

Chemotherapy for malignant gliomas has made much progress in the last 15 years. The options have progressed from high-dose, systemically toxic intravenous chemotherapy to molecular target-based agents convectively delivered as intratumoral infusions, that is, CED. The use of CED has already been shown in multicenter studies to result in improved survival in patients with recurrent GBM, with even a few complete responses. There are many advantages to the use of CED of macromolecules in the brain. This delivery method circumvents the BBB, provides intratumoral and surrounding interstitial drug delivery and high local tumor and peritumoral drug concentrations, and it minimizes systemic exposure. The identification of unique cell surface markers for malignant gliomas should provide the opportunity to develop better targeting agents (immunotoxins and radioisotope-conjugated antibodies) to be administered with CED. Advances in imaging and mathematical models will help to predict the distribution of drug with this technique and consequently can be used to optimize catheter placement.
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